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Here is a one hour interview between the host of Valley Broadcast Network James 

White & Commissioner Randy Pinocci (Republican Public Service Commission 

District 1) who is running for Lt. Governor on the same ticket as Tanner Smith for 

Governor of Montana against the incumbent Greg Gianforte. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X06uWnQX0WA 

Tanner chose to run for Governor when serving as District 11 Representative 

(Lakeside, Montana) and became appalled how the State of Montana was run 

largely conservative.  

Jack Notes in order of the video interview 

1) Tanner Smith asked Commissioner Randy Pinocci to be Lt. Governor on his 

ticket to challenge Governor Greg Gianforte. 

2) Part of the deal struck between Tanner and Randy was Randy wanted to 

continue pursuing his passion to make Montana an exporter of energy 

instead of importer forced upon us by the green extreme. 

3) Randy also wants to help the 69K Montana Vets more and establish an office 

in Helena for them, after all the tribes have an office. 

4) He wants better voter integrity and more focus on AG. . 

5) He wants Montana to reform toward a much more stable and sound money 

coin and currency than federal debt based and back to gold/silver based coin 

and currency to curb inflation and general economic honesty. 

6) Pinocci says the Montana Citizens voters are prevented to vote for who 

they what as Governor Gianforte has worked with Trump to nominate Tim 

Sheehy for MT State US Senator not Matt Rosendale who Montana Citizens 

wanted. The GOP wants to control the ticket for their AGENDA which is 

NOT what Montana conservatives or Patriots want.  

7) Writing in Matt Rosendale for Montana State US Senator has been discussed 

however; this was decided against by the State GOP because they think Tim 

Sheeby has a better chance to beat the incumbent MT US Senator Jon 

Tester. (Jacks note) 

8) Gianforte is an out of stater not Montanan and there is another video 

interview showing the dark side of Gianforte.  Rosendale was to run for the 

MT US Senate seat, Pinocci was to run for Rosendale current seat, MT US 

Montana Representative for eastern Montana, District 2 (with Zinke in 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X06uWnQX0WA
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western MT Dist 1).  Rosendale dropped out immediately to his run for MT 

US SENATE after President Trump pledged his support for Tim Sheehy.  

This did not make sense to me at the time but now it does.  The mainstream 

GOP chooses who they want to run NOT the conservative state Citizens 

and NOT the Patriots.  Other Patriot level conservative candidates have 

expressed these same problems.   

9) Both Tanner Smith and Randy Pinocci are Montana born!  The level of 

collusion & corruption going on in all elections on both sides.  Local control 

is being intentionally blocked allowing national and global control to back 

fill their agenda. 

10)  He wants more high performance power transmission lines which will be 

much more efficient and give us a leg up to deliver more power in the future. 

Montana is in very bad shape energy wise.  I notice our local Flathead 

Electric coop is so desperate they have shut down our full use of power for 

the last few years by billing excessive costs per KWH like $2.20.  This is 15 

times the normal charge of $0.0683/KWH in the 601 to 2500 KWH range. 

Then the coop gets a few million dollars grant and instead of pursuing more 

energy what do they do they concoct a study to research how their power 

customers use power.   This is ridiculous as in I think it was a federal or state 

grant with hooks to force them to do this.  It is very difficult to see a change 

in the status quo even when it is heating your home or business. 

11) Randy also brought the CSKT compact disaster which has largely affected 

the Montana Citizens in Flathead County and Lake County the most.  He 

says the Montana Constitution makes it clear that the water in our state 

belongs to the people not the tribes or the federal government.  This was a 

Fed-State- Tribal taking and very poor legislation and decision by our 

legislature.  They threaten us with 10,000 law suites and a few RHINOS 

caved and voted for it.  

12) Randy Pinocci & Tanner Smith will fight the CSKT Compact if they get 

elected. 

13) Randy supports MT AG Austin Knudson. 

14) Gianforte broke his oath of office when he supported the CSKT Compact. 

15) VOTE JUNE 4 PRIMARY TO MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD.  IT'S ALL 

ABOUT FREE CHOICE TO MAKE A CHANGE. 
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16) He has plans to Gibson Reservoir and add a turbine for over 60 years.  They 

are building new transmission lines now.  

17) Montanans pays 10X more for out of state energy because they have been 

forced to drink the green gangrene kool-aid! 

18) We need more drilling for natural gas and to harden our power grid. 

19) Randy Pinocci wants to dissolve the VA Centers & have all Montana 

68,000 Vets be accepted at any doctor office with a VA office in Helena. 

20) Montana has serious mental health issues. 

21) Supreme Court only issues opinion and have now power to backup their 

decisions. 

22) They make their own laws.  Judges are supposed to follow the laws.  Since 

Montana is a conservative state the Democrats have looked to the judges to 

stop the legislation they do not like, i.e. which increases making law from 

the bench.     

23) Our Montana courts are a tremendous problem.  The immediate solution is 

to get the party affiliation on each judge on the ballot.  Gianforte vetoed a lot 

of bills including this judge party affiliation. 

24) Montana Gianforte Governor has caused taxes and government to increase.  

Retired people living on the edge have to move to Mexico or other less tax 

states.  Randy and Tanner will support legislation to impose NO 

PROPERTY TAXES ON RETIRED CITIZENS HOMESTHEY LIVE IN 

LIKE SOME OTHER STATES. 

25) Montana is an energy rich state with an abundance of water, silver, gold, 

coal which has been/is being shut down by radical environmentalist and 

radical judges. 

26) Do what is best for Montana NOT DeCeit Inc. 

27) Judges are more radical today than long ago. 

28) Judges are not following the law and ruling from the bench. 

29) Current government is not doing enough to expose these judges, e.g. "Judge 

Moses in Billings is out of his mind." 

30) States are starting to remove judges that make or override laws from the 

bench or ignore the decision entirely. 

31)  The Tanner/Randy first 100 day Plan would include energy.  Western US 

does not have enough energy and entering controlled brown outs.  Gibson 

Reservoir needs a turbine. Transmission lines going in now.   
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32) Jacks note:  This is right on.  The real "alternative" power in America is in 

harnessing some 550 non-powered dams.  This would supply 90% of our 

national potential capacity alone!  See chart near top on this web page.  

33) Montana needs to get Colstrip coal plant generators #1 & #2 back on the 

grid.  Randy brought in a special team from U. of Illinois and they said there 

is carbon capture filters which could bring the emissions down to ZERO.  

Furthermore the CO2 could be piped to the Bakken Oil fields via PVC pipe 

to percolate into the oil wells to yield more oil.   

34) Montana needs to be an energy exporter. 

35) Montana voting integrity is a problem.  The tribes were paid to vote 

multiple times, e.g. $45/vote.  More ballots were sent out than registered 

voters in Missoula.  A judge threw out the case. Conrad Burns did not lose.  

Read the book "Arrow To The Heart… The Custer Battlefield Museum vs. 

The Federal Government by Kortlander." (Great Must Read)  "Montana SOS 

says nothing to see here" 

36)   June 4th - MADE SURE AND VOTE IS VERY IMPORTANT. 

37) Montana needs a sound stable money policy with gold and silver based. 

Federal Reserve is causing excessive inflation. Montana needs to start 

transitioning back to hard coin and currency base. 

38) Utah is doing a good job &12 others states are considering this plan.   

a. https://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2011/07/28/a-gold-

standard-that-makes-sense-in-utah/?sh=830a0fd65043 (excellent 

article) 

39) He is very disappointed in those running for Congress.  Not a single 

candidate has stopped to explain their job to limit the budget. 

40) Value of the Dollar is lowest in history. 

41) https://tannerformontana.com/  

 

  

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromAlternativeEnergyMyths.htm
https://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2011/07/28/a-gold-standard-that-makes-sense-in-utah/?sh=830a0fd65043
https://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2011/07/28/a-gold-standard-that-makes-sense-in-utah/?sh=830a0fd65043
https://tannerformontana.com/
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Jack Venrick 

 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromUnFederalUnReserveNew.htm  

1. 20 years of research.  

2. Read Who Actually Runs The Federal Reserve - Top Block link above. 

3. THE STATE CITIZENS ARE NOT ELECTING OR RUNNING 

AMERICA. 

4. THE GLOBAL ELITE CONTORL ALL. 

5. INDIVIDUAL FREE CHOICE NEVER MATURED & WAS 

CRUSHED SLOWLY AFTER 1776!   

Jack Venrick 

Rollins, Montana 

www.freedomforallseasons.org 

jacksranch@freedomforallseasons.org  

Pioneer Family of Montana - Early Settlers 

Pioneer Family of Nebraska 

Pioneer Family of Wisconsin 

The Boeing Company 

30 Years Service - Retired 

Montana State University 

B.S. Electrical Engineering 

M.S. Applied Science - 

M.S. Business Administration 

M.S. Industrial Engineering 
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